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ACTIVITIES POLICY 
 

PHILOSOPHY 
The Greenwood School District recognizes the importance of extra-curricular activities as an important part of the total 
educational opportunity in the Greenwood Schools. We believe participation in school-sponsored activities is vital to the 
development of socially active and responsible young men and women. Through involvement in extra-curricular activities, we 

hope students can build on the following important characteristics: 

a. Developing respect for themselves and the people around them.  

b. Taking responsibility for their actions and accepting consequences for those same actions.  

c. Developing a sense of pride in their work and accomplishments. 

d. Students need to be aware that when they participate in activities they are not only representing themselves, but 

also their families and the Greenwood School District.  

 

RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STUDENT 
Participation in activities is a privilege at the School District of Greenwood. In order to keep this privilege, students must 
accept certain responsibilities. As students are the most visible representatives of our school, they are expected to be 
exceptional examples of the quality of Greenwood School District students. They are expected to display the highest 
standards of social behavior and respect for those in authority, including teachers, coaches, advisors, administration, officials 

and other school personnel, as well as fellow participants and competitors.  

 

RESPONSIBILITY OF THE COACH 
Coaches are some of the most influential people in the Greenwood School District. Their methods and results are a matter of 
record and discussion each time their group competes. In most cases, the attitude, desire, and spirit possessed by a group is 
a reflection of those same qualities in the coach. Coaches are influential role models and need to be aware that students 

learn a great deal from observing their actions.  

 

RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PARENT/GUARDIAN 
Parents are the greatest role models for a young person. The Greenwood School District seeks parental assistance to help 
develop outstanding young men and women who possess the self-discipline and motivation to make a difference in the 
world. The administrators, faculty, staff, and coaches ask that parents be supportive of the programs and personnel at 
Greenwood School District and demonstrate that support by respecting the decisions and efforts of the coaches/advisors 
who work with the young people of Greenwood. Parental assistance is also requested in enforcing this activities code so 

that a fair and healthy environment will exist for all students. 

While spectators, at any extra-curricular events either at Greenwood or any other site, parents are expected to display 
sportsmanlike behavior. An individual or group who willfully interferes with or interrupts the proper order or management 
of a school sponsored extra-curricular event by an act of violence, boisterous conduct, threatening language, or 
unsportsmanlike conduct toward coaches, players, or officials, or disobeys board policies or administrative rules may be 
removed from the event and may be prohibited from further attendance for a period of up to six weeks. Individuals 

prohibited from attendance may follow the established grievance procedure. 

 

SCHOLASTIC ELIGIBILITY 
Every student-athlete will be enrolled in a full-time, school board approved program. All full-time students attending 

Greenwood Middle/High School in grades 7-12 will be required to take at least 6.5 credits per academic year. Students  

must pass all courses.  

 



ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY  
 ATHLETICS ACTIVITIES 

1. Eligibility-Once eligibility is determined, students are eligible until the end of the respective quarter. 

2. Students with one or more failing grades at the end of a quarter are ineligible to participate/compete in athletic 

events until they are passing all classes. 

A. A student who becomes academically ineligible at the end of a quarter will be ineligible for 20% of 

maximum  number of games/matches allowed in the sports currently in season.  Eligibility is restore after 

serving the 20% penalty.  Should the student be failing the same class that caused the ineligibility at the mid

-term grading period  the student would then be ineligible until the end of the quarter 

B.  A student regains eligibility immediately if Incompletes are made up within two weeks after a grade-          

reporting period. 

C.   Fall Sports eligibility shall be based on the fourth quarter grades of the previous school year. The ineligibility  

period shall be 21 consecutive calendar days beginning with the date of the earliest allowed competition in a 

sport or one-third (1/3) of the maximum number of games/matches allowed in a sport. 

D.   A student may erase ineligibility status earned from failing a second semester core course by taking summer 

school credit recovery courses. The student must complete and pass no less than the same number of core courses    

which caused ineligibility. 

E.  Eligibility for each quarter will be determined one (1) day after the end of the quarter. 

F.  A senior who has acquired all necessary credits toward graduation is not exempt from this rule. 

 NOTE: Administrators and advisors of school-sponsored clubs/activities are not bound only to the aforementioned 

penalties/sanctions. 

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY  

If a student has been found cheating or plagiarizing in any class may be ruled ineligible based on severity or frequency of 

the violation.  

A student who becomes academically ineligible may regain eligibility on the 16th scheduled school day by meeting the 

academic standard, following a period of 15 scheduled school days and nights of ineligibility.  

ATTENDANCE 
 

Students must be in school and participate in class the entire day to be eligible for the day’s performance, competition, 

practice or meeting. Students are not allowed to miss any classes because they arrived home late in the evening from an 

activity the night before unless pre-approved one day in advance by school principal. 

Only pre-arranged approval conditions accepted will be:  

• Medical appointment—with documentation 

• College visits/college testing—with documentation 

• Emergency 

• Driver’s temporary test 

• Driver’s road test 
 

NOTE:  Please note that senior pictures are not considered an acceptable condition. 

 

 

DISCIPLINE 
1. If a student is suspended (ISS or OSS) the suspension will include any contest, practice or meeting that occurs for the 

duration of said suspension. 

2. Students with an assigned detention must serve the detention prior to participating in any practice, meeting or contest. 
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3. Attendance at practice/meetings are mandatory, unless the school, coach or advisor has excused the student prior to 

the event. The consequence for missing practice is left to the discretion of the coach/advisor. 

4. Any student who transfers to the Greenwood Middle/High School with a suspension pending or in progress at their 

former school is required to fulfill that suspension at Greenwood prior to any competition. 

 

ATHLETIC FEES 
The Board of Education eliminated athletic fees in June 2019.  

 

 

ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES & DUE PROCESS POLICY 

1. Violations of the activities code will be based on the following: 

A. Violations reported to the school by law enforcement officials with corroborating evidence. 

B. Violations reported by teaching or coaching staff members, parents, students, or members of the community. 

C. Self-Admission. 

D. Evidence from web sites or other technological devices may be used during an investigation. 

1. Electronic Transmissions 

 Students are responsible for information contained in written or electronic transmission (e-mail, text 

messaging, etc.) and any information posted on social media. Students are not precluded from participating 

in such online social network sites, however, any student that is identified on a social networking site which 

depicts illegal or inappropriate behavior may be considered in violation of the activities code. 

 Since there is no way to establish a timeframe for when, or location of where, the image was taken, it shall 

be a responsibility that the student must assume. It must be noted that there may be persons who would 

attempt to implicate a student by taking such images to place them in a situation where they might be in 

violation of this code standards. This is our rationale for requiring that our students not place themselves in 

such environments. 

2. Reports of violations must occur as soon as possible, unless referred by the judicial system or social services. 

3. Upon receiving a report of a violation the principal/athletic director shall conduct an investigation, as soon 

as is feasibly possible, which shall include an interview with the accused, to determine whether or not the 

student has violated the activities code. A parent may be contacted in the investigation process. 

4. Parents and students will be informed by the athletic director that any challenge or complaint can be taken 

to the activities review council if they are dissatisfied. The student and parents will be asked to put the 

challenge or complaint in writing. 

 

SELF-REPORTING 

1. To avoid a penalty of guilt by association, if an athlete member finds themselves at a party/location where alcohol, 
drugs, and/or tobacco are present, they must leave the party/location IMMEDIATELY without use and report their 
attendance to the principal or athletic director before the end of the next school day. 

2. If the violation occurs over the summer or on a weekend, the student-athlete participant has 24 hours to report to the 
principal or athletic director, leaving a detailed voice mail or email is considered reporting. 

3. Self-reporting allows students who know they did something wrong to confess the next school day and receive a lesser 
penalty. This only applies to first offense violations. 

 

HONESTY CLAUSE 

If the high school administration has a reasonable suspicion that a specific student may have violated the district’s code, 
he/she may question that student about a possible violation. In responding to any such questioning about his/her personal 
actions, it is expected that the student shall answer truthfully. Also, during the questioning process, a student may not 
attempt to mislead or misrepresent himself/herself, which may impede the investigation.  
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If a student’s answer is subsequently found to be untrue, the disciplinary action/penalty will be doubled. (Example: A half 
season suspension will become a full season). 
 

CONDUCT ELIGIBILITY 

 GENERAL CONDUCT EXPECTATIONS 

1. All students involved in school-sponsored activities are expected to exhibit conduct which reflects the ideals, principles 
and standards of the Greenwood School District. Behavior deemed inappropriate by administration may be 
considered a violation of the athletic code. This  includes, but is not limited to, displays of poor sportsmanship, abusive 
language during activities, violations of school policy as listed in the student handbook, and willful disobedience of 
rules established by the coaches. Failure to comply with the aforementioned expectations may be deemed a violation 

of the athletic code. 

2. The Greenwood School District recognizes that the use of mood-altering chemicals is a significant health problem for 
many adolescents, resulting in negative effects on behavior, learning, and the total development of the individual. So, 
regardless of quantity, it is a violation for a student to use, possess, buy, or sell a beverage containing alcohol, 
tobacco/nicotine (in any form), or any substance defined by law as a drug or its look-alike—including Performance 
Enhancing Substances (PES) as defined by the WIAA. It is not a violation for students to possess and use drugs 

specifically prescribed for their use if school policy is followed.  

A. The disciplinary action/penalty will be doubled for a student who provides alcohol or drugs, or is involved in the 
organization, facilitation, promotion, or hosting of any gathering or social event where alcohol or drugs were 

known to be available or used. 

3. It is a violation of this code for a student to engage in any activity that results in his or her arrest or charges of a felony 
or misdemeanor under Federal or Wisconsin Law. Conviction under a county or municipal citation ordinance will not 
automatically be considered a violation. The Principal/Athletic Director will determine if the conviction is a violation 

based on it’s severity. 

 If convicted of criminal behavior as defined by state or federal statutes, or community ordinances such as but not 

limited to: 

A. Theft 

B. Burglary 

C. Assault 

D. Battery 

E. Vandalism 

F. Possession or use of a weapon as defined in the student handbook. 

G. Under the influence of and/or possession of a controlled substance and/or paraphernalia on school grounds, 

school transportation, and/or school event. 

H. Sex offenses 

I. Bomb Threats 

J. Graffiti 

K. Use and/or possession of explosive devices including illegal fireworks 

L. Criminal disorder conduct 

M. Harassment 

4. Presence in bars and attendance at parties where drinking of alcoholic beverages or the use of illegal drugs is 

occurring is prohibited.  However, even though the student may be in the presence of his or her parent/guardian and 

may have their permission to do so, the consumption of alcoholic beverages is strictly prohibited at all times when 

participating in activities subject to this policy, as is the possession, consumption or other use of controlled substances. 

This is not meant to prohibit presence in establishments that are primarily eating-places or presence at halls for parties, 

weddings, and activities with parents/guardians, or presence at family functions where there is parental supervision.  

5. Students who participate in activities shall be subject to the requirements of and penalties under this policy if they 

engage in acts which are regulated by this policy, whether or not those acts occur or take place in school buildings, on 

school grounds, while in school vehicles or school contracted vehicles, during the course of school sponsored activities, 

whether while under the direct supervision or control of school teachers or administrators or not, whether at or in route 
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to school related functions and whether or not, in the case of infractions involving the commission of violations of state, 

county or local laws or ordinances and those involving the possession or use of alcoholic beverages or controlled 

substances, they occur in association with school activities or not.   

MISCELLANEOUS 

1. Any student who misses a game in the WIAA tournament series due to a code violation is ineligible for the entire 

tournament series thereafter. 

2. Any student who serves a suspension for a code violation will NOT be allowed to hold honorary positions such as 

“captain” or “president” in any sport/club in which the suspension is served.  

3. All students are expected to positively represent the school in all interaction within the community at all times. Any 

conduct by a student that brings negative attention to the individual, school or community may be deemed a 

violation of the athletic code. This includes activities that may be considered hazing. 

Hazing is defined as any act whether physical, emotional, mental or psychological that subjects another person, 

voluntarily or involuntarily, to anything that may abuse, mistreat, degrade, humiliate, harass or intimidate the 

person, or which may in any fashion compromise the inherent dignity of the person. 

4. Locker rooms may only be used by those individuals participating in after school events or practices. All other 

individuals must obtain permission from a coach prior to entering the locker room. Everyone is entitled to a 

reasonable amount of privacy therefore no recording devices, including cell phones, may be used in the locker 

room unless directed to by the coaching staff. Unauthorized use of a recording device to capture, record or 

transfer a representation of a nude or partially nude person is a violation of Wisconsin Act 118, which carries 

criminal penalties. 

5. Under Wisconsin law, a deferred prosecution agreement allows a person facing criminal charges to enter into an 

agreement with the court to fulfill certain conditions in return for a dismissal. To be eligible to participate in 

deferred prosecution an offender usually does not have a criminal record, accepts responsibility for the offense, 

and must be willing to participate in the agreement. This is considered a code violation. 

 

 ATHLETIC PENALTIES 

FIRST OFFENSE - Suspension from 33% of the scheduled regular season events in season in which violation occurred. 

(The number of events is rounded up to the next whole number.) and the student will satisfactorily perform 15 hours of 

community service.   If the violation is for drugs, alcohol or tobacco the student and parent/guardian will need to 

attend an AODA session provided by the school. A fee will be required for this class. In order for reinstatement a 

parent/guardian and the student-athlete must attend the class. This penalty is reduced to  20% if a Self-Reported 

offense. 

SECOND OFFENSE - Suspension from all athletics for 50% of contests from the date the offense occurred and the 

student will satisfactorily perform 25 hours of community service. If the violation is for drugs, alcohol or tobacco the 

student/athlete must undergo, at his/her expense, an AODA assessment performed by a community-based health 

organization/AODA treatment agency, along with any recommendations for a treatment or education program, which 

is prescribed by the assessors to confront the behaviors of use/abuse.  The student-athlete will provide the 

principal/athletic director written certification of compliance with recommendations prior to any reinstatement of 

participation. 

THIRD OFFENSE — Suspended from all athletic activities for 1 year. 

FOURTH OFFENSE — Suspended from all competitions for the remainder of high school career. 

The student is responsible to create a plan and schedule all community service hours. The principal/athletic director must 

approve the plan. The final accounting of the community service hours will be the responsibility of the student-athlete and 

the supervising adult. A form must be properly completed and returned the athletic director. If the student fails to meet 

his/her obligation, he/she will be ineligible to be involved in any activity until the community service hours are completed.  

GENERAL DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES 

1. If violation occurs between seasons, the suspension is enforced during the next season they participate in.  

2. If there are not enough events remaining in the season to equal the percentage, the remaining events will be 

applied to the next sports season the student participates in. 
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3. Students are required to practice with the team during the suspension and are required to complete the season 

in good standing in order to fulfill their code violations obligations. 

4. Middle school students will be accountable under this athletic code; however, any violations of the athletic 

code will not carryover into high school. 

5. A student-athlete must follow his/her activities code on a year round basis. 

 APPEAL PROCESS 

In the event a student is disciplined under the Conduct portion of the athletic code and wishes to appeal the decision of 

the administration; a written request must be submitted to the Athletic Director within twenty-four hours of the decision.  

Upon receipt of the request and within 4 working days following the request, the Athletic Director shall convene a 

hearing before the Activities Review Council (made up of one staff member, one Board of Education Member and the 

Elementary Principal.  This council shall review the case and render the final decision on the matter within twenty-four 

hours of the hearing. The superintendent shall be the moderator and will not have a vote in the decision process. 

The student and his or her parent/guardian may address the council and may bring witnesses—only witnesses who have 

specific information to offer regarding the incident in question will be heard by the council. The council reserves the right 

to call and question witnesses who may have information directly related to the incident.  

CODE APPEAL PROCESS: 

1. Introductions of Code Review Council 

2. Presentation of Findings 

3. Student Statement 

4. Parent Statement 

5. Questions form Review Council 

6. Closing Comments 

7. Timeline for decision 

During this appeal process the student will remain ineligible in compliance with WIAA regulations for participation in all 

school activities. 

All decisions from the Athletic Review Committee shall be final and any disciplinary action shall commence immediately 

after the decision in rendered and the student is notified. 

LEGAL REFERENCES: 

120.13 Wisconsin Statutes 

89-C-0179-C Wisconsin Federal District Court 

(Stubblefield v. Harried, 1989) 

 
 

OTHER ATHLETIC REQUIREMENTS 
 PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS 

To represent Greenwood High School in any interscholastic athletic competition, a student must meet all the requirements 

established by the WIAA as well as those of Greenwood High School. Every student who desires to participate in our 

athletic program must have: 

1. Filed a WIAA physical examination card (signed by a physician and a parent/guardian) or a WIAA alternate year 

permission card (signed by a parent/guardian). WIAA cards can be picked up in the high school office. 

2. Filed a WIAA Rules of Eligibility Pledge Sheet signed by a parent/guardian and the student with the Athletic 

Director. 

3. Filed an Emergency Medical Form signed by the parent/guardian. 

4. Parent/guardian attend an athletic meeting near the start of the school year. The Athletic Director will run the 

meeting. Individual coaches may also request that parents attend a meeting near the beginning of a particular 

sports season. 
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5. Complete an annual Impact Concussion Test and sign and return the Concussion Disclosure/Consent Participation Form. 

6. The student must meet all six of the requirements above before he/she may practice. 

 CHANGING A SPORT 

An athlete may not be involved in two sports during the same season, except with the consent of each sport coach and 

athletic director. An athlete who is dropped from a team for disciplinary reasons or who quits is not eligible to compete in 

any other sport during the season in question without mutual consent of both head coaches. 

If an athlete quits a sport in which a suspension due to a conduct violation is being served, the suspension is enforced in full 

during the next sport season the athlete participates in. 

 
 

AWARDS 
Students who violate the athletic code are not eligible for All-Conference, All-State, All-Star or other awards during the 

season in which the violation occurred.  

 

INJURIES  
 

All accidents on school property or school time are to be reported to the teacher in charge, coach or the principal with 

accident report being provided to the office within 5 days of incident. If the injury is serious enough to require medical 

assistance, the coach must report the accident to the athletic director/principal’s office by/on the next school day. Should 

the injury be discovered after the student has returned home, the student/parent should notify the coach at once. The coach 

or team trainer, under the supervision of the coach, will handle minor first-aid treatments. In the event of a serious injury, the 

nearest emergency medical services will be obtained. To act in the best interests of students, the school reserves the right to 

take any action deemed necessary in a given situation. Attempts will be made to notify parents or relatives listed in school 

records of any accident requiring medical attention. 

 

STUDENT ACCIDENT INSURANCE 

The School District of Greenwood offers parents the opportunity to participate in group student accident insurance paid for 

by the District. Please contact the high school office for details. 

 

WIAA HEADSTRONG CONCUSSION INSURANCE 

The HeadStrong Concussion Insurance Program was specifically developed to insure student athletes from the high cost of 

concussion treatment and neurological follow up.  

The insurance only covers athletes in WIAA recognized sports (baseball, basketball, cross country, football, golf, hockey, 
soccer, swimming & diving, tennis, track & field, volleyball, and wrestling for boys, and basketball, cross country, golf, 
gymnastics, hockey, soccer, softball, swimming & diving, tennis, track & field, and volleyball for girls) at WIAA member 

schools.  It does not cover cheer, dance, or club sports. 

The student athlete has ‘first dollar’ coverage (zero deductible) for concussion assessment and treatment.  

Coverage is secondary/excess to any other valid and collectable insurance but will become the primary payor, if no other 

insurance is available.  

Program Highlights Include:  

• $0 deductible and no co-pays  

• Tele-med services, when needed  

• No restrictions on specific doctors  

• No referrals needed for treatment  

• No internal limits  

• No specific procedure maximums  

• Neurological follow up care when medically necessary and billed at U&C.  
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Please report to your trainer and/or coach immediately of any instance of possible concussion, forms will then be shared 
with you following reporting of incident.  Please see high school office or school website for additional information and 

claim forms. 

 

TRANSPORTATION 

Students shall travel to and from school-sponsored activities using transportation provided by the school. A coach or advisor 
may give approval for a student to ride home from an activity with a parent/guardian. Any other transportation 
arrangement must come in the form of a written request and must be pre-approved by the building principal.  

A 

SCHOOL EQUIPMENT 
One of the values taught through participation in school-sponsored activities is that of responsibility. This applies to the care 
of school equipment and property. The school district hopes that every student takes pride in the facilities and equipment 

that are provided by the taxpayers of the Greenwood School District.  

The school attempts to provide students of Greenwood with the highest quality and safest equipment available and it is 

expected that each student will take excellent care of all school provided equipment and facilities. 

The original equipment issued to any student must be returned at the end of an activity. The student will be held financially 
responsible for any lost, misplaced, or deliberately ruined equipment and will be ineligible from further participation in all 

activities until all equipment is returned or paid for. 

A 

MIDDLE SCHOOL  

6TH GRADE STUDENTS MAY PARTICIPATE IN THE FOLLOWING MIDDLE SCHOOL SPORTS: 

A. Football [if player cannot participate in youth football due to weight or age restrictions.] 

B. Basketball [if numbers warrant.] 

B.  Wrestling 

NOTE: 5th graders will be allowed to practice, but not allowed to participate in any competitions with the middle school 
program. They also will not be in uniform for home matches nor to travel to away matches with the team. They are 

required to submit all required athletic paperwork. 

 

INTERPRETATION OF THE ACTIVITIES CODE 
It is entirely possible that situations/incidents may arise that are not specifically covered under the athletic code. When such 
situations/incidents do arise, the final decision as how to interpret or administer the athletic code will be a joint decision by 
the Principal and Athletic Director.   

HANDLING OF COMPLAINTS-ATHLETICS 

If concerns arise regarding an athletic team policy, decision or issue, the proper chain-of-command should be followed in 

working toward a solution: 

1. Coach 

2. Athletic Director 

3. Principal 

4. District Administrator 

5. School Board 

 

CODE REVIEW 

The Greenwood School District Athletic Code shall be reviewed during the second semester of the school year every third 
year. Any changes take effect during the following school year. The next revision is scheduled for the spring of 2023. 

Annually the athletic director, coaching staff and principal will meet to review the handbook.  
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REVIEW PROCESS 
A review committee will be assembled by the Athletic Director and Administration to review the Athletic Code. This 
committee should include coaches from both boys and girls sports, advisors of clubs and organizations, teachers, parents,  
school board members, and two (2) students. 

The Athletic Director will present the revised Athletic Code to the School Board for approval. 

 

NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY  

The School District of Greenwood is committed to providing an equal educational and employment opportunity for all 
students in the District. 

The District does not discriminate on the basis of race color, religion, national origin, ancestry, creed, pregnancy, marital 
status, parental status, sexual orientation, sex (including gender identity) or physical, mental, emotional, or learning 
disability in any of its student programs and activities. 
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WISCONSIN INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 

TO: STUDENT-ATHLETES AND THEIR PARENTS 

FROM: WISCONSIN INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION AND GREENWOOD MIDDLE/HIGH SCHOOL  
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CONCUSSION INFORMATION 
When in Doubt, Sit Them Out! 
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 WIAA INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION  

EMERGENCY CONTACT & CONSENT FORM 
 

 



PARENT-ATHLETE RULES OF ELIGIBILITY SIGN OFF FORMS 
 

I certify that I have read, understand, and agree to abide by all of the information contained in the WIAA bulletin [PAGES 10-13]. I further 

certify that if I have not understood any information contained in this document, I have sought and received an explanation of the information from 

the athletic director prior to signing this statement. 

I have read and agree to abide by all rules and regulations set forth in the Greenwood School District Policies Relating to Extra-Curricular 

Activities. The code is to be followed by all participants and is in effect the full calendar year. My signature authorizes law enforcement to 

release records pertaining to code violations to school personnel.  
 

CONCUSSION AND SUDDEN CARDIAC ARREST AGREEMENT  
As a parent/guardian and an athlete, it is important to recognize the signs, symptoms, and behaviors of concussions and sudden cardiac arrest. By 
signing this form, you are stating that you have read the Department of Public Instruction’s (DPI) and the Wisconsin Interscholastic Athletic 

Association (WIAA) Concussion and Head Injury information sheet and Sudden Cardiac Arrest Information sheet. 
 

ATHLETE AGREEMENT 

I have read the Concussion and Head Injury Information sheet. I have had the opportunity to read more information on concussions on the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) websites. I understand what a concussion is and how it may be caused. I also understand the common 

signs, symptoms, and behaviors. I understand the importance of reporting a suspected concussion to my coaches and my parents/guardian. 

I understand that I must be removed from practice/play if a concussion is suspected. I understand that I must be evaluated by an appropriate 
health care provider and provide to my coach written clearance to participate in the activity from the health care provider before I may return to 

practice/play. 

I understand that after a head injury my brain needs time to heal and that it may not heal properly if I return to practice play too soon. 

I have read the Sudden Cardiac Arrest Information sheet. I understand that I should stop activity/exercise immediately if I have any warning signs 

of sudden cardiac arrest and report the symptoms to my coaches and my parents/guardians. 

PARENT AGREEMENT 

I have read the DPI’s Concussion and Head Injury Information sheet. I have had the opportunity to read more information about concussions on the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) websites. I understand what a concussion is and how it may be caused. I also understand the 

common signs, symptoms, and behaviors. I agree that my child must be removed from practice/play if a concussion is suspected. 

I understand that it is my responsibility to seek medical treatment if a suspected concussion is reported to me. I understand that my child cannot 
return to practice/play until they are evaluated by an appropriate health care provide and provide written clearance from the health care 

provider to their coach. 

I understand concussions can have a serious effect on a young, developing brain and need to be addressed correctly. 

I have read the Sudden Cardiac Arrest information sheet. I understand that my child should stop activity/exercise immediately if they have any 

warning signs of sudden cardiac arrest.  

I understand it is recommended if my child has any warning signs of sudden cardiac arrest while exercising, they have a medical examination 
before exercising or returning to participation in their sport. I understand that I or my child should report a family history of heart problems or 

warning signs of sudden cardiac arrest to the healthcare provider doing the medical examination. 

I understand how to request at my cost the administration of an electrocardiogram, in addition to a comprehensive physical examination required 

to participate in a youth athletic activity.  

 


